Abstract. Suppose that M is a connected orientable n-dimensional manifold and m > 2n. If
Introduction
Let M be a connected orientable n-dimensional manifold. Denote by D the group Diff M of diffeomorphisms of M and by D + the group of diffeomorphisms of M preserving the orientation of M whenever M is oriented. Later we consider D or D + as an infinite-dimensional Lie group by [12] and use the calculus of differential forms and vector fields on infinite-dimensional manifolds developed in this book.
In the present paper we study the continuous cohomology H * cont (D, R) and H * cont (D + , R) of the groups D and D + with values in the trivial D and D + -module R. The main known result about the cohomology H * cont (G + , R) is Bott's theorem ( [4] ) about (n + 1)-cocycles on the group D + for the closed oriented M . These cocycles are obtained from some (2n + 1)-cocycles of the complex C * (W n , O(n)) of relative with respect to the group O(n) cochains of the Lie algebra of formal vector fields W n and are expressed via integrals using a Riemannian metric on M . Moreover, for M = S 1 it is known ( [5] ) that the cohomology H * cont (D + , R) is a ring with two generators α, β ∈ H 2 (D + , R) which satisfy the only relation β 2 = 0. Next, for brevity, put
, and H p (M ) = H p (M, R). Let H i (M ) = 0 for i > 0. We prove that in this case, for each m > 2n, there is a monomorphism H m (W n , O(n)) → H m (D). Let M be closed and oriented. We prove that in this case, for each m > 2n, there is a monomorphism H m (W n , O(n)) → H m−n (D + ). In particular, in the last case Bott's cocycles define a part of the monomorphism above for m = 2n + 1.
The main idea of the proof is the following. Denote by Ω * (M ) the de Rham complex of the mahifold M and by Vect M the Lie algebra of vector fields on M . First we interpret H * (D) in terms of some double complex. Then we compare the cohomology of this double complex with the diagonal cohomology of the double complex C cohomology H * (W n , O(n)), the space S(M ) of frames of infinite order of M and the canonical Gelfand-Kazhdan form with values in W n on S(M ).
In section 3 one proves the theorem showing how to construct the cocycles of the groups D and D + from cocycles of the complex H * (W n , O(n)) (Theorem 3.3, corollaries 3.4 and 3.5). Moreover, one recalls the definitions of the diagonal cohomology for the Lie algebra Vect M with values in R and Ω * (M ) and the relationship between the cohomology of the double complex C * ∆ (Vect M Throughout the paper M is a connected n-dimensional oriented manifold with countable base of C ∞ -class, smooth map means C ∞ -map and, for a finite or infinite dimensional manifold X, Ω * (X) = (Ω p (X)) means the de Rham complex of X.
Preliminaries

2.1.
A double complex. Let G be a topological group and let K be a left topological G-module. Recall (see,for example, [8] ) that the standard complex C * cont (G, K) = {C where g 1 , . . . , g p+1 ∈ G. The p th cohomology group of this complex is denoted by H p cont (G, K) and is called the p th continuous cohomology group of G with values in K.
Let G be a topological group, K = {K q , d q } a cochain complex such that each K q is a left topological G-module, and d q : K q → K q+1 a G-equivariant continuous homomorphism of modules. Later we consider the following construction of a double complex C * cont (G; K) and some of its applications ( [14] , [15] ).
. By the standard way we will consider C * cont (G, K) as a double complex putting δ 1 = {δ
p,q , and defining the second differential δ 2 = {δ p,q 2 } in the following way: for c ∈ C
} is a cochain complex with respect to the total differential δ = δ 1 + δ 2 and the total grading C m (G, K) = ⊗ p+q=m C p cont (G, K q )}. We denote this complex by C * cont (G; K) and denote by H p cont (G; K) the pth cohomology group of this complex.
Let
is a subcomplex of the complex C * cont (G; K) and we have the corresponding cohomology homomorphism
This cohomology homomorphism will play an important role in the following constructions.
Next we mainly consider the case when K = {K q } is a differential graded algebra (briefly DG-algebra) and the differential d = {d q } is an antiderivation of this algebra of degree 1. Then C * cont (G; K) is a DG-algebra also and the total differential is an antiderivation of this algebra of degree 1.
Let f : K ′ → K ′′ be a G-equivariant homomorphism of topological G-complexes. It is easy to check that f induces a homomorphism of the corresponding double complexes and, therefore, a homomorphism of complexes C * (G;
2.2. The cohomology H * (W n ). Let g be a topological Lie algebra and let E be a left topological g-module. Recall (see, for example, [8] ) that the complex
q } of standard continuous cochains of g with values in E is defined as follows: C q cont (g, E) is the space of continuous skew-symmetric q-forms on g with values in E and the differential
is defined by the following formula:
where c ∈ C q cont (g, E), ξ 1 , . . . , ξ q+1 ∈ g, and, as usual,ξ means that the term ξ is omitted. We denote the cohomology of this complex by H *
If E is an algebra and the action of g on E is compatible with this algebra structure, the complex C * cont (g, E) is a graded algebra with respect to the exterior product of forms induced by the product in E and the differential d = {d q } is an antiderivation of the graded algebra C * (g, E) of degree 1. Let W n be the algebra of formal vector fields in n variables, i.e. the topological vector space of ∞-jets at 0 of smooth vector fields on R n with the bracket induced by the Lie bracket of vector fields on R n . Consider R as a trivial W n -module. For brevity, put C * (W n ) = C * cont (W n , R) and H * (W n ) = H * cont (W n , R). Recall some facts about the cohomologies H * (W n ) and H * (W n , GL n (R) ([1], [5] , [7] ). Consider the complex C * (W n ) = {C q (W n ), d q } of standard continuous cochains of W n with values in the trivial W n -module R. By definition, C * (W n ) is a DG-algebra and the differential d is an antiderivation of degree 1. For The group GL n (R) acts naturally on C * (W n ) and its Lie algebra gl n (R) as the Lie algebra of vector fields with linear components is a subalgebra of W n . Then we have the complex C * (W n , GL n (R)) of relative cochains of the Lie algebra W n with respect to GL n (R) and the cohomology H * (W n , GL n (R)) of this complex. Similarly, we have the complex C * (W n , O(n)) of relative cochains of the Lie algebra W n with respect to the orthogonal group O(n) ⊂ GL n (R) and the cohomology H * (W n , O(n)). It is known that
are cocycles of C * (W n , GL n (R)) and the cohomology classes of these cocycles generate H * (W n , GL n (R)). The cohomology class of Ψ k is called kth formal Pontrjagin class.
Put
It is known that γ p as a cochain of the complex C * (gl n (R), R) is a cocycle and the ring H * (gl n (R), R) is the exterior algebra of its subspace spanned by the cohomology classes γ p for p = 1, . . . , n. Moreover, there is a (2p − 1)-cochain Γ p of the complex C * (W n ) such that the restriction of Γ p to gl n (R) equals γ p and dΓ p = Ψ p . Consider the DG-subalgebra of DG-algebra C * (W n ) generated by Γ p and Ψ p for p = 1, . . . , n. Then the inclusion of this subalgebra into C * (W n ) induces an isomorphism of the cohomologies. Moreover, the cohomology classes of the cocycles
≤ n, and p 1 + r 1 + · · · + r m > n give a basis of H * (W n ) (the so-called Vey basis) as a vector space. This implies that H m (W n ) = 0 whenever m < 2n + 1 or m > n(n + 2).
2.3.
The space of frames of infinite order and the Gelfand-Kazhdan form. Let M be a connected orientable n-dimensional smooth manifold. Denote by S(M ) the space of frames of infinite order of M , i.e. ∞-jets at 0 of germs at 0 of diffeomorphisms from R n into M . It is known that S(M ) is a manifold with model space R ∞ ( [1] ). Recall that we denote by D the group of diffeomorphisms Diff M of M . We put, for g 1 , g 2 ∈ D, g 1 g 2 = g 2 • g 1 . Then the standard action of D on M is a right action. Evidently this action of D is naturally extended to an action of D on S(M ).
Define the canonical Gelfand-Kazhdan 1-form ω with values in W n on S(M ) ( [6] and [1] ). Let τ be a tangent vector at s ∈ S(M ) and let s(t) be a path on S(M ) such that τ = ds dt (0). One can represent s(t) by a smooth family k t of germs at 0 of diffeomorphisms
, [6] , [10] ) The form ω satisfies the following conditions:
(1) ω induces a topological isomorphism between the tangent space T s of S(M ) at s ∈ S(M ) and W n ; (2) dω = − Let c ∈ C q (W n ). For each s ∈ S(M ) and X 1 , . . . , X q ∈ T s , put
By theorem 2.4, c → ω c is an injective homomorphism of the complexes α :
. By theorem 2.4 and corollary 2.5, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the space of D-invariant forms on S(M ) and the space of continuous skew-symmetric forms on the tangent space T s at s ∈ S(M ). Then
Consider a Riemannian metric on M and the corresponding Levi-Civita connection. Denote by O(M ) the principal O(n)-bundle of orthogonal tangent frames on M . For each frame r ∈ O(M ) at x ∈ M , denote by σ(r) the ∞-jet at x of the inverse of the geodesic chart with center at x uniquely determined by r. Then we have a smooth map σ :
Denote by θ = (θ i ) the canonical 1-form θ = (θ i ) with values in R n on O(M ) and by θ = (θ i j ) the form of the Levi-Civita connection. It is easy to check that,
where x ∈ M and the right hand side is calculated in the coordinates x i presenting s ∈ S(M ).
The cohomology H
* (W n , O(n)). Consider the basic cocycles (2.2). For odd p it is possible to choose γ p and Γ p so that the restriction of γ is a cocycle of
, [7] ). In this case we replace such γ p and Γ p by λ p and Λ p respectively.
Consider the DG-subalgebra of DG-algebra C * (W n , O(n)) generated by Λ p for odd p ≤ n and Ψ p for p = 1, . . . , n. Then the inclusion of this subalgebra into C * (W n , O(n)) induces an isomorphism of the cohomologies. Besides, the cohomology classes of cocycles
, when n is even, and
, when n is odd. Next we find the explicit expressions for Λ p for odd p.
It is easy to check that the restriction of λ p to gl n (R) belongs to C * (gl n (R), O(n)) and λ p = 0 for even p.
Let P be a homogeneous GL n (R)-invariant polynomial of degree p on the Lie algebra gl n (R). We denote byP the symmetric p-linear form on gl n (R) such that P (X, . . . , X) = P (X). Then for X, X 1 , . . . , X p ∈ gl n (R) we have
If ω is a linear form with values in gl n (R) and, for i = 1, . . . , p, ω i is a k i -linear form with values in gl n (R), (2.6) implies the equality
This formula could be rewritten as follows:
Similarly, we have
, (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10), we have
Let Q be a homogeneous invariant polynomial of degree p on gl n (R). For brevity, put
where S p is the symmetric group. For odd p, put Ψ(t) =
On the other hand, by (2.8), (2.9), (2.10), (2.7), and (2.11) we have
It is easy to see that the restriction of 
where
Proof. For a compact M the statement follows from the Hodge decomposition for the identity operator 1 on (1) There are cochains
The cohomology class h(ν) of the cocycle c(ν) depends only on the cohomology class of the cocycle ν in the complex
Proof. Denote by R(M ) the space of ∞-jets of of germs of Riemannian metrics at points of M . Let g x be the ∞-jet at x ∈ M of a germ at x of Riemannian metric g. For an orthogonal frame r at x, denote by s(r) the ∞-jet at the center x of the inverse of the geodesic chart defined by r and the Riemannian metric g. It is evident that s(r) is uniquely determined by the ∞-jet g x . Then the map r → s(r) induces a diffeomorphism R(M ) → S(M )/ O(n). Next we identify R(M ) and S(M )/ O(n) by this diffeomorphism. Consider some Riemannian metric g 0 on M and the smooth map σ : 
and proceeding in the same way we get for i = 1, . . . , p the cochains
and so
Moreover, we have If we replace the form ν by a form ν + dν 1 , where 
In particular, we havē 
Proof. Since H i (M ) = 0 for i > n and H n (M ) = R one could apply theorem 3.3. Evidently, all statements of theorem 3.3 are true if we replace the group D by the group D + . But then M c(ν) presents the cohomology class h(ν).
The main aim of the paper is to prove that, for m > 2n, the linear maps
and
induced by the maps ν → h(ν) and ν → M c(ν) from corollaries 3.4 and 3.5 are monomorphisms. Consider the left action of the Lie algebra Vect M on the de Rham complex Ω * (M ) by the Lie derivatives: ω → L X ω, where ω ∈ Ω * (M ), X ∈ Vect M , and L X is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field X. Let C * (Vect M, Ω * (M )) be the complex of standard cochains of the topological Lie algebra Vect M with values in the Vect M -module Ω
. . , X p ∈ Vect M , the value c(X 1 , . . . , X p ) at x ∈ M depends only on the germs of X 1 , . . . , X p at x. By [19] , this condition is equivalent to the following one: for X 1 , . . . , X p ∈ Vect M and x ∈ M , the value c(X 1 , . . . , X p ) at x ∈ M depends only on ∞-jets of X 1 , . . . , X p at x. Denote by C * ∆ (Vect M, Ω * (M )) the set of diagonal cochains of the complex Since the Lie derivative and the exterior derivative on Ω * (M ) commute, one can endow C * ∆ (Vect M, Ω * (M )) with the second differential induced by the exterior derivative on Ω * (M ). We denote by C * ∆ (Vect M ; Ω * (M )) the corresponding double complex with respect to the total differential and denote by H * ∆ (Vect M ; Ω * (M )) the cohomology of this complex. By the remark above, we see that the inclusion Vect c (M ) ⊂ Vect(M ) induces an isomorphism of double complexes
It is clear that C * ∆ (Vect M ; Ω * (M )) is a DG-algebra and its differential is an antiderivation of degree 1.
Let M be a closed oriented n-dimensional manifold. Consider a map
defined as follows: for 0 ≤ q < n put ψ(C * ∆ (Vect M ; Ω q (M ))) = 0, for q = n and c ∈ C * ∆ (Vect M ; Ω n (M )), put ψ(c) = M c.
Theorem 3.7. ([9],[13]) The map ψ is a homomorphism of complexes which induces an isomorphism
H n+p ∆ (Vect M ; Ω * (M )) = H p ∆ (Vect M ) for any p ≥ 0.
The main double complex
4.1. The complex Ω * (D ×M ) and its diagonal subcomplex. By [12] , Vect c M is the tangent space T e (D) of D at the neutral element e ∈ D. Then, for X ∈ Vect c M and g ∈ D, the corresponding left invariant vector field X l on D is the map g → (L g ) * X and the corresponding right invariant vector field X r on D is the map g → (R g ) * X, where L g is a left translation and R g is a right translation on D. Note that, by our assumption, our multiplication in D differs from the multiplication in [12] by the order of factors. By [12] Introduce a bigrading of Ω 
Consider an action of the Lie algebra Vect M on Ω q (M ) as follows: forX ∈ Vect M and ω ∈ Ω q (M ), putXω = L X ω. Recall the standard formula for the Lie derivative L X ω of the form
, and (4.3), we get
defined by formulas (4.4) and (4.5), we see that these complexes are naturally isomorphic.
Lemma 4.3. For any m, p, q we have
Proof. Define the standard operator B = {B pq m }, where
as follows: for m > 0 and c ∈ C where g, g 1 , . . . , g m−1 ∈ D and x ∈ M . For p = 0, put B 0q = 0.
It is easy to check that for m > 0 we have 
These statements imply the claims of the lemma.
By lemma (4.2), we have the following composition of homomorphisms of complexes 
coincides with the differential of the complex C *
). This implies the statement of the corollary.
4.5.
A filtration of C * ∆ (Vect M ; Ω * (M )) and the corresponding spectral sequence. Denote by Ω * n the DG-algebra of formal differential forms in n variables, i.e. the DG-algebra of ∞-jets at 0 ∈ R n of differential forms on R n . It is clear that Ω * n is a W n -module with respect to the action of W n by the formal Lie derivatives L ξ , where ξ ∈ W n . Consider the complex C * (W n , Ω * n ) of standard cochains of W n with values in Ω * n and endow it with the second differential induced by the formal exterior derivative on Ω * n . We denote by C * (W n ; Ω * n ) the corresponding DG-algebra with respect to the total differential D and the total grading. For . . j r = 1, . . . , n are generators of the DG-algebra C * (W n ; Ω n ). Since D is an antiderivation of degree 1 of DG-algebra C * (W n ; Ω * n ), it is uniquely determined by the following conditions:
′ is a dual vector space for R n , with the differential which equals the differential of the complex C * (W n ) on the first factor and trivial on the second factor.
Consider the generators c i j1,...,jr of the DG-algebra C * (W n ) as cochains of the complex
..,jr and dx i are the generators of the DG-algebra C Proof. It is clear that µ is an isomorphism of graded algebras. The formulas above for the differential D of the complex C * (W n ; Ω * ) and (2.1) imply that µ is an isomorphism of DG-algebras.
Consider again the DG-algebra C * 
It is clear that each cochain c ∈ C p ∆ (Vect U ; Ω q (U )) is uniquely represented as a sum of the cochains of the following types: 6) where f ∈ Ω 0 (U ) and 0 ≤ r 1 ≤ · · · ≤ r p . If the germ at x ∈ U of the cochain (4.6) is nonzero the number r p is called the order of the cochain (4.6) at
) is a sum of cochains of types (4.6), the maximal order of the summands at x is called the order of c at x and is denoted by ord x (c). By definition, we have ord x (c 1 + c 2 ) ≤ max{ord x (c 1 ), ord x (c 2 )}. It is easy to see that ord x (c) is independent of the choice of coordinates in U .
Let M be an arbitrary manifold and let c ∈ C p ∆ (Vect M ; Ω q (M )) and c = 0. Then ord(c) is the maximum of orders of c for any x ∈ M . If c = 0, we put ord(c) = \∞.
Define a filtration F s of the complex C *
Consider the spectral sequence E r induced by this filtration. First consider the term E 0 for M = U ⊂ R n . By definition, we can identify E pq 0 with the vector space generated by cochains (4.6) of order s and the differential d 0 : E 0 → E 0 is uniquely determined by the following conditions:
(1) For a smooth function f on M , we have d 0 f = 0; (2) For r ≥ 0 we have
Then, comparing the differentials of the generators c i , c i j1,...,jr , and
with the differentials of the generators ϕ i j1...jr and dx i + ϕ i of the complex (E 0 , d 0 ), we see that the complex (E 0 , d 0 ) is isomorphic to the tensor product of the complex complex C * (W n ; Ω * n ) and the complex Ω 0 (U ) with the trivial differential, i.e. we get
where dx i + ϕ i are generators of the exterior algebra Λ * ((R n ) ′ ). Let M be an arbitrary manifold. Using the partition of unity on M one can prove that
and is equal to the exterior derivative on Ω * (M ). Then we have
Remark 4.7. The differentials d r for r ≥ 2 of this spectral sequence are calculated in [13] and [14] . Since the odd Pontrjagin classes of M are trivial, from this calculation it follows that for m > 2n all elements of 
where R 
is the zero term of the spectral sequence studied in 4. There is a problem to find explicit expressions for the cocycles c(C p1...p l ,r1...r k ) in the cases of corollaries 4.10 and 4.11. In principal, it is possible under the conditions of corollary 4.10 whenever the manifold M is contractible and the homotopy for this contraction is given and under the conditions of corollary 4.11. For this one need to use formulas (2.12) and the procedure for the constructing of the group D in theorem 3.3. It is clear that thus we will get an expression for each cocycle c(C p1...p l ,r1...r k ) via integrals and a Riemannian metric on M .
Example 4.12. Let M = R and let x be the standard coordinate on R. Then s ∈ S(R) is an ∞-jet j ∞ 0 k, where k(t) is a regular at 0 map R → R. We take for the coordinates on S(M ) the derivatives x i = k (i) (0) for i ≥ 0. We put y = x 0 , y 1 = log |x 1 |, and y 2 = Unfortunately, for the more complicated cocycles C p1...p l ,r1...r k , as fine formulas as for Bott's cocycles are not known.
